Continuous Langmuir-Blodgett Deposition and Transfer by Controlled Edge-to-Edge Assembly of Floating 2D Materials.
The Langmuir-Blodgett technique is one of the most controlled methods to deposit monomolecular layers of floating or surface active materials but has lacked the ability to coat truly large-area substrates. In this work, by manipulating single-layer dispersions of graphene oxide (GO) and thermally exfoliated GO into water-immiscible spreading solvents, unlike traditional Langmuir-Blodgett deposition which requires densification achieved by compressing barriers, we demonstrate the ability to control the 2D aggregation and densification behavior of these floating materials using a barrier-free method. This is done by controlling the edge-to-edge interactions through modified subphase conditions and by utilizing the distance-dependent spreading pressure of the deposition solvent. These phenomena allow substrates to be coated by continuous deposition and substrate withdrawal-enabling roll-to-roll deposition and patterning of large-area substrates such as flexible polyethylene terephthalate. The aggregation and solvent-driven densification phenomena are examined by in situ Brewster angle video microscopy and by measuring the local spreading pressure induced by the spreading solvent acting on the floating materials using a Langmuir-Adam balance. As an example, the performance of films deposited in this way is assessed as passivation layers for Ag nanowire-based transparent conductors.